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Abstract: Historical documents refer to records or books that provide textual information about the
thoughts and consciousness of past civilisations, and therefore, they have historical significance.
These documents are used as key sources for historical studies as they provide information over
several historical periods. Many studies have analysed various historical documents using deep
learning; however, studies that employ changes in information over time are lacking. In this study,
we propose a deep-learning approach using improved dynamic word embedding to determine the
characteristics of 27 kings mentioned in the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty, which contains a record
of 500 years. The characteristics of words for each king were quantitated based on dynamic word
embedding; further, this information was applied to named entity recognition and neural machine
translation.In experiments, we confirmed that the method we proposed showed better performance
than other methods. In the named entity recognition task, the F1-score was 0.68; in the neural machine
translation task, the BLEU4 score was 0.34. We demonstrated that this approach can be used to extract
information about diplomatic relationships with neighbouring countries and the economic conditions
of the Joseon Dynasty.

Keywords: historical documents; deep-learning; dynamic word embedding; named entity
recognition; neural machine translation; transformer

1. Introduction

Historical documents—besides being old texts—carry considerable information, including
observations of ideology and phenomena; this information can be used for reconstructing the
past. Most research on such documents is performed via a close reading of a small number of
documents [1–4]. These attempts have allowed us to understand the meaning of a large corpus
of historical documents and identify their patterns, thereby helping us discover new information or
reconfirm known facts [5,6]. Developments in these related technologies have improved the possibility
of analysing larger historical documents.

Historical documents generally maintain an account of long-term records; for example, the Journal
of the Royal Secretariat contains approximately 300 years of records from 1623 to 1910; similarly,
the Ming Shilu provides us with nearly 300 years of records from 1368 to 1644. These historical
documents were analysed to determine information related to specific periods or to long periods of
time as a longitudinal study. For such analyses, it is necessary to identify the characteristics considering
changes over time because the meaning and usage of words can vary over time. For example, the word
‘apple’ was initially used to refer to a fruit, but it is now frequently used to refer to electronics or other
products related to the company ‘Apple’ or the ‘iPhone’. Therefore, knowledge about the changing
meaning of words is an important factor for deciphering historical documents written over long
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periods of time. Research has been performed to understand various languages which have embedded
words, such as Portuguese [7] or Lithuanian [8], but the studies are limited in their analysis of the
passage of time. Several researchers are focused on studying the changes over time [9,10], however,
they are concentrating only on decades, so the work is not suitable for understanding and analysing
the changes in word meanings over a long period of time. Therefore, we aim to capture semantic
changes over time in historical documents.

We utilise a representative Korean historical record, i.e., the Annals of the Joseon Dynasty (AJD).
The AJD—a UNESCO World Record Heritage (http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-
information/memory-of-the-world/register/full-list-of-registered-heritage/registered-heritage-
page-8/the-annals-of-the-choson-dynasty/)—is an extensive historical document that contains
a considerable amount of information related to politics, economy, culture, society, and weather
during the Joseon Dynasty, and it has information that spans over 500 years, ruled by 27 kings.
Th AJD comprises 50 million characters in the 1893 volumes of the 888 books; it is a detailed and
comprehensive historical document. The original text has now been digitised; in addition, a version
translated by experts is available.

The AJD has been used in research in the fields of politics, culture, metrology, and medicine [11–17].
However, these analyses were performed over the entire period of 500 years, thereby making it
difficult to differentiate between the specific characteristics or ideologies of each king. The AJD
covers the longest continual period of a single dynasty compared to other historical documents.
We used improved dynamic word embedding (DWE) to capture the semantic changes in the historical
document. The semantic changes were quantified based on the embedding vector obtained from DWE.
This information was then used to improve the performance of named entity recognition (NER) and
neural machine translation (NMT) of historical documents. The entire process is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Overview of the proposed workflow of dynamic word embedding (DWE), named entity
recognition (NER), neural machine translation (NMT) in historical documents.

The contributions of this study are listed below:

• We proposed an improved DWE using factorised embedding parameterization to identify the
temporal change in the meaning of words in historical documents. We analysed the words after
converting them to dense vectors using the improved DWE; we identified the change in the
relationship between countries over time and the taxation structure that varied based on the king.
Through this, it was able to better reflect the times than when DWE only was used.

• We confirmed the effectiveness of the improved DWE by incorporating it with tasks such as
NER. Through the method we proposed, we were able to improve the F1-score by 3% to 7%.
The improved DWE helps us identify the change in object name information or the usage of words
for each king; further, the integration of this information and the NER model helped enhance
the performance.

• We found that the application of parameters obtained from the NER model integrated with the
improved DWE enhanced the effectiveness of historical document translations. Through the
method we proposed, we were able to improve the BLEU score by 2% to 8%.

http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-information/memory-of-the-world/register/full-list-of-registered-heritage/registered-heritage-page-8/the-annals-of-the-choson-dynasty/
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-information/memory-of-the-world/register/full-list-of-registered-heritage/registered-heritage-page-8/the-annals-of-the-choson-dynasty/
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-information/memory-of-the-world/register/full-list-of-registered-heritage/registered-heritage-page-8/the-annals-of-the-choson-dynasty/
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2. Related Work

The analysis of historical documents requires considerable resources because most of them are
considerably large. Recent developments in machine learning, text mining and natural language
processing methods have also developed rapidly, and these methods are now being used to analyse
and understand the meaning of large-scale texts data such as online community [18–21] and social
media [22]. Likewise, many studies focusing on historical documents use deep learning or machine
learning at various stages, for example during digitisation of historical documents based on deep
learning [23–25], automatic extraction of information using methods such as topic modelling [1,26],
and during analysis of extracted information [2].

The AJD has been investigated in many studies. The data on the decisions of the king were
collected and used to analyse the decision-making pattern of the kings [3,4]; the weather records
were used to analyse the weather conditions for that specific period [11,12,17]. Further, the AJD has
been used in many other cases, including the analysis of celestial motion and infections [13,16,27].
However, most of these studies perform the analysis by extracting information from a specific period
or by applying the same definition to the entire period. Although these methods are effective when
analysing the entire document, they have a limitation when identifying variability depending on time.

Many researchers have attempted to incorporate the temporal information in words.
Commonly used word embedding methods, such as Word2Vec [28] or GloVe [29] are not effective
in using word information over time as they are trained for the entire document. To overcome
this problem, DWE techniques have been and are still considered the first distributional semantics,
where learning is performed by comparing the frequency of the simultaneous occurrences of words
over time and by using an existing word embedding technique [30–32]. However, many of these
techniques require a large amount of data for each period, which prevents the application of DWE
for analysing historical documents as the amount of accumulated information for each time period in
historical documents is irregular [33].

To address this problem, we presented an improved DWE, which is based on dynamic
Bernoulli embedding [33]; the performance was improved by incorporating it with factorised
embedding parameterization. Thus, the improved DWE allowed us to capture semantic changes.
In addition, the improved DWE enhanced the performance of NER and NMT tasks used for analysing
historical documents.

3. Methodology

This study used the improved DWE to numerically analyse the semantic changes for each
period; then, based on the results, the NER model effectively classified objects such as persons and
organisations found in the text. The effectiveness of translating historical documents was further
improved by using parameters trained through the NER model in the NMT.

3.1. Dynamic Word Embedding

The word set of the entire document is set as (x1, . . . , xN) and the size of the vocabulary is
denoted by V. Assuming that the occurrence frequency of each word follows a Bernoulli distribution,
data points xiv that have a vocabulary with size V at time point i are defined as xiv ∈ 0, 1. It is assumed
that ci is a set of positions in the neighbourhood of position i and xci is a collection of data points
indexed by these positions. Further, the embedding vector ρv ∈ RK and context vector αv ∈ RK are
assigned for each index (i, v), and the conditional distribution of xiv is given as

p(xiv|xci ) ∼ Bern(piv) (1)

where ηiv denotes a log odds value assigned through dynamic Bernoulli embedding; the formula is
given by
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ηiv = logit(ρ(ti)>(∑
j∈cj

∑
v′

αv′xjv′)) (2)

A zero-centred Gaussian random walk was used as a prior probability of embedding, similar to
that for dynamic Bernoulli embedding [33].

αv, ρ
(0)
v ∼ N (0, λ−1

0 I) (3)

ρ
(t)
v ∼ N (ρ

(t−1)
v , λ−1 I) (4)

We adopted the factorised embedding parameterization used in ALBERT [34]. This method
has two benefits: (i) The operation amount is reduced from O(V × H) in the existing method to
O(V × D + D × H) in the new method (here, H denotes the set embedding dimension and D is
the dimension less than H). (ii) The comprehension of context is improved as the conversion of
words into a dense vector through a single layer increases the training for each word, and the vectors
passing through one layer allow comprehending the interaction among words. If factorised embedding
parameterization is applied to equation (x),

ηiv = logit(Wdti (ρ(ti)>(∑
j∈cj

∑
v′

αv′xjv′)) + bdti ) (5)

where Wdti ∈ Rdemb×dmodel and bdti ∈ Rdmodel .

3.2. Named Entity Recognition & Neural Machine Translation

In addition to inputting each word as an embedding vector, we input additional information
into the model. For a more effective reflection of information for each period, information about the
27 kings appearing in the AJD was added. After producing the embedding vectors for each king and
making the dimensions of the vectors identical to those of the DWE, we use a bilinear function and
transform them into vectors with identical dimensions. This is formulated as

η>iv × A× Kemb (6)

where Kemb means kings’ embedding which (Wkki + bk) where ki is the information of a king with
the ith context, Wk ∈ R27×de and bk ∈ Rde . And A ∈ Rde×de is bilinear parameter and de is the
pre-designated embedding dimension. Non-linearity is added more effectively when these bilinear
functions are used.

We applied the transformer architecture [35] for performing the NER task. Following BERT [36],
we performed the NER task using only the encoder part from the transformer architecture. The encoder
of the transformer and the fully connected were sequentially subjected to NER.

The decoder of the transformer architecture is used in the NMT. In this process of learning,
the bilinear function trained for NER and the values processed by the encoder of the transformer
and the Korean embedding vector were used as inputs. This helps determine the effect of performing
contextualised word embedding using NER as pre-training. All procedure is visualize in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed model for the NER and NMT tasks.

4. Experiment

4.1. Dataset

To train the deep learning model to analyse historical documents, we used the AJD data.
We crawled the original text of the AJD, the object name data labelled by experts, and the data
translated by experts. We collected a total of 310,000 paired sentences that included an average of
72 and 149 original (Hanja) characters and translated (Korean) sentences, respectively. Four types of
object names were collected for the NER: person, organization, book, and time. The Hanja data were
parsed with the character as a unit, similar to that in previous studies [37,38]. In addition, we tokenise
each Korean sentence based on byte pair encoding (BPE) [39] provided by Google’s SentencePiece [40]
library (https://github.com/google/sentencepiece). For stable training, sentences with lengths under
300 characters were used for learning both Hanja and Korean, which accounted for 95% of the entire
data. These preprocessed data were divided into training, validation, and test data with a ratio of 8:1:1
before they were used. We conducted validation and the test data consists of 30,000 paired sentences
each. In experiments, we used hyperparameters for test data that showed the best performance
in validation.

4.2. Experimental Setup

We used four RTX-2080 graphics processing units to train the models. We used eight layers in the
encoder of the transformer for the NER task, and another eight layers in the decoder of the transformer
for the NMT task. Further, we used the AdamW optimizer for optimization [41]. The learning rate was
initially set to 5× 10−5 and 1× 10−6 for the NER and NMT tasks, respectively. We used the Warmup
learning rate scheduler [42] such that the warmup step is 12000 iterations and then using a linear decay

https://github.com/google/sentencepiece
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scheduler. In deep neural network learning, multiplication by large weights can lead to an excessive
update step, which can cause the algorithm to diverge inappropriately. Therefore, to avoid such a
divergence, we used gradient clipping [43] and set the maximum norm to 5. To prevent overfitting,
we used dropout [44] at a rate of 0.3. All embedding dimensions were 256, and the other dimensions
were 512. For the NMT, we used BPE for sub-word segmentation, and the vocabulary size for the BPE
was set to 24,000.

4.3. Analysis of Dynamic Word Embedding

The performance of the proposed improved DWE was tested using quantitative and qualitative
tests. For the quantitative test, the loss values were learned using pseudo log likelihood [45], similar to
that in a previous study [33]. The loss values decreased in each iteration until it converged to a
proper value, as shown in Figure 3a. Separating this process, the pseudo log likelihood of the data x
representing the loss values is given by

Lpos =
N

∑
i=1

V

∑
v=1

xivlogσ(ηiv) (7)

Lneg =
N

∑
i=1

V

∑
v=1

(1− xiv)log(1− σ(ηiv)) (8)

where σ(·) is the sigmoid function and ηiv is same as (5).
Lpos indicates how good the model is at positively predicting the target word from the context,

and Lneg indicates how good the model is at negatively predicting the negative samples from
the context. In Figure 3b,c, both values were found to converge roughly, although Lneg was more
unstable than Lpos. This demonstrated that the proposed method performed satisfactory learning in
numerical terms.

Qualitative tests were performed to avoid restricting the performance of word embedding to only
numerical aspects. We determined the nearest neighbourhood vector of an embedding vector and
investigated the change in the ‘neighbourhood vector’ over time.

(a) Overall training loss of proposed
improved DWE method.

(b) Likelihood of positive samples (c) Likelihood of negative samples

Figure 3. Losses of proposed improved DWE.

The words nearest to the given words for the 1st, 9th, 18th, and 27th kings were compared
as summarised in Table 1. For a more effective and convenient analysis, we applied the proposed
improved DWE to both Hanja and Korean texts. As mentioned above, the Hanja and Korean texts
were segmented based on characters and sub-words, respectively, and the outputs of the two
languages were also segmented on the same basis. All distances between words were calculated
using Euclidean distance.

For the words relating to Japan, most of them in the earlier Joseon Dynasty were associated
with fishery, such as ‘fishnet’, ‘sea salt’, and ‘salt’. However, it was found that the distances between
words such as ‘虜’, which means slave or prisoner of war, decreased after the Imjin War and the
Eulsaneukyak. Historically, the Joseon Dynasty was influenced more by the Ming Dynasty than
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by Japan [46], and toward the later period, the influence of war against Japan was the strongest.
Thus, it can be concluded that the performance of the proposed method is excellent.

Through the Meiji restoration, Japan actively accepted Western cultures from other countries such
as the England and the USA. Further, the results of the analysis showed that the word ‘Japan’ became
closer to the word ‘England’ and the word ‘USA’ in the later Joseon Dynasty. The strongest power in
China changed from the Ming Dynasty in the early Joseon Dynasty to the Qing Dynasty during the
later Joseon Dynasty. In addition, most words near ‘mine’ represent place names, which are useful to
infer the location of mines for each period. In terms of the ‘tax’, most taxes in the early Joseon Dynasty
were collected for lands, while such taxes were often replaced by labour in the middle period and
those collected for fisheries occupied most of them in the later periods.

Table 1. Results of proposed improved DWE method. The words closest to the target words in order
by the Joseon Dynasty. Notation * means location and ‡ means job position. ‘lang’ means language and
(o) means original which Hanja or Korean, and (e) means English.

King Lang
Target Word

倭 일본

태조 (1st)
(o)

King lang 
Target word 

倭 일본 

태조 

(1st) 

(o) 罒, 儵, 猬, 㛐, 嬿 대내전, 유구국, 대마도, 소이전, 귀국 

(e) fishnet, accident, Wi*, sister-in-law, gorgeous 
Daenaejeon

‡
, Ryukyu Kingdom*,  

Tsushima Island*, Soijeon
‡
, remigrate 

성종 

(9th) 

(o) 罒, 塩, 猬, 儵, 㛐 유구국, 중국, 대마도, 명, 요동 

(e) fishnet, salt, Wi*, accident, sister-in-law 
Ryukyu Kingdom*, China, Tsushima Island*,  

Ming Dynasty, Liaodong* 

선조 

(18th) 

(o) 儵, C, 煑, 扮, 嗎 중국, 요동, 대마도, 귀국, 명 

(e) accident, capture, sea salt, grasp, scold 
China, Liaodong*, Tsushima Island*, remigrate,  

Ming Dynasty 

숙종 

(27th) 

(o) 儵, C, 劵, 煑, 攎 영국, 여진, 총병관, 미국, 몽고 

(e) accident, capture, weary, cook, oblige England, Jurchen, admiral, USA, Mongolia 

 

  

대내전,유구국,대마도,소이전,귀국

(e) fishnet, accident, Wi *, sister-in-law, gorgeous Daenaejeon ‡, Ryukyu Kingdom *, Tsushima Island *,
Soijeon ‡, remigrate

성종 (9th)
(o)

King lang 
Target word 

倭 일본 

태조 

(1st) 

(o) 罒, 儵, 猬, 㛐, 嬿 대내전, 유구국, 대마도, 소이전, 귀국 

(e) fishnet, accident, Wi*, sister-in-law, gorgeous 
Daenaejeon

‡
, Ryukyu Kingdom*,  

Tsushima Island*, Soijeon
‡
, remigrate 

성종 

(9th) 

(o) 罒, 塩, 猬, 儵, 㛐 유구국, 중국, 대마도, 명, 요동 

(e) fishnet, salt, Wi*, accident, sister-in-law 
Ryukyu Kingdom*, China, Tsushima Island*,  

Ming Dynasty, Liaodong* 

선조 

(18th) 

(o) 儵, C, 煑, 扮, 嗎 중국, 요동, 대마도, 귀국, 명 

(e) accident, capture, sea salt, grasp, scold 
China, Liaodong*, Tsushima Island*, remigrate,  

Ming Dynasty 

숙종 

(27th) 

(o) 儵, C, 劵, 煑, 攎 영국, 여진, 총병관, 미국, 몽고 

(e) accident, capture, weary, cook, oblige England, Jurchen, admiral, USA, Mongolia 

 

  

유구국,중국,대마도,명,요동

(e) fishnet, salt, Wi *, accident, sister-in-law Ryukyu Kingdom *, China, Tsushima Island *, Ming
Dynasty, Liaodong *

선조 (18th)
(o)

King lang 
Target word 

倭 일본 

태조 

(1st) 

(o) 罒, 儵, 猬, 㛐, 嬿 대내전, 유구국, 대마도, 소이전, 귀국 

(e) fishnet, accident, Wi*, sister-in-law, gorgeous 
Daenaejeon

‡
, Ryukyu Kingdom*,  

Tsushima Island*, Soijeon
‡
, remigrate 

성종 

(9th) 

(o) 罒, 塩, 猬, 儵, 㛐 유구국, 중국, 대마도, 명, 요동 

(e) fishnet, salt, Wi*, accident, sister-in-law 
Ryukyu Kingdom*, China, Tsushima Island*,  

Ming Dynasty, Liaodong* 

선조 

(18th) 

(o) 儵, C, 煑, 扮, 嗎 중국, 요동, 대마도, 귀국, 명 

(e) accident, capture, sea salt, grasp, scold 
China, Liaodong*, Tsushima Island*, remigrate,  

Ming Dynasty 

숙종 

(27th) 

(o) 儵, C, 劵, 煑, 攎 영국, 여진, 총병관, 미국, 몽고 

(e) accident, capture, weary, cook, oblige England, Jurchen, admiral, USA, Mongolia 

 

  

중국,요동,대마도,귀국,명

(e) accident, capture, sea salt, grasp, scold China, Liaodong *, Tsushima Island *, remigrate, Ming
Dynasty

숙종 (27th)
(o)

King lang 
Target word 

倭 일본 

태조 

(1st) 

(o) 罒, 儵, 猬, 㛐, 嬿 대내전, 유구국, 대마도, 소이전, 귀국 

(e) fishnet, accident, Wi*, sister-in-law, gorgeous 
Daenaejeon

‡
, Ryukyu Kingdom*,  

Tsushima Island*, Soijeon
‡
, remigrate 

성종 

(9th) 

(o) 罒, 塩, 猬, 儵, 㛐 유구국, 중국, 대마도, 명, 요동 

(e) fishnet, salt, Wi*, accident, sister-in-law 
Ryukyu Kingdom*, China, Tsushima Island*,  

Ming Dynasty, Liaodong* 

선조 

(18th) 

(o) 儵, C, 煑, 扮, 嗎 중국, 요동, 대마도, 귀국, 명 

(e) accident, capture, sea salt, grasp, scold 
China, Liaodong*, Tsushima Island*, remigrate,  

Ming Dynasty 

숙종 

(27th) 

(o) 儵, C, 劵, 煑, 攎 영국, 여진, 총병관, 미국, 몽고 

(e) accident, capture, weary, cook, oblige England, Jurchen, admiral, USA, Mongolia 

 

  

영국,여진,총병관,미국,몽고

(e) accident, capture, weary, cook, oblige England, Jurchen, admiral, USA, Mongolia

King Lang
Target Word

중국 백성

태조 (1st)
(o) 명,일본,본국,청,귀국 흉년 ,왜적,서울,변장,오랑캐

(e) Ming Dynasty, Japan, home country, Qing Dynasty,
remigrate

lean year, Japanese burglar, Seoul *, military attache,
barbarian

성종 (9th)
(o) 명,일본,청,귀국,본국 흉년,민중,도민,기전,굶주려

(e) Ming Dynasty, Japan, Qing Dynasty, remigrate,
home country

lean year, people, residents, metropolitan area
surrounding, starve

선조 (18th)
(o) 일본,명,귀국,조선,사신 민중,가난한,기전,굶주려,도민

(e) Japan, Qing Dynasty, remigrate, Joseon, envoy people, poor, metropolitan area surrounding, starve,
residents

숙종 (27th)
(o) 청,일본,본국,몽고,조선 흉년,민생,토병,소민,민간

(e) Qing Dynasty, Japan, home country, Mongolia,
Joseon lean year, public welfare, native troops, plebeian, civil

King Lang
Target Word

광산 세금

태조 (1st)
(o) 남양,배천,단양,여산,풍덕 공물,전결,부세,공전,요역

(e) Nam-yang *, Bae-cheon *, Dan-yang *, Yeo-san *,
Pung-duck * tribute, field tax, duty, national land, corvee

성종 (9th)
(o) 남양,단양,무안,이천,배천 전결,공물,부세,요역,잡역

(e) Nam-yang *, Dan-yang *, Mu-an *, I-cheon *,
Bae-cheon * field tax, tribute, duty, corvee, chores

선조 (18th)
(o) 인천,배천,무안,의령,용인 전결,잡역,소출,공납,부세

(e) In-cheon *, Bae-cheon *, Mu-an *, Ui-ryeong *,
Yong-in * field tax, chores, crops, local products payment, duty

숙종 (27th)
(o) 인천,경성,용인,평양,철산 잡역,잡물,미곡,어염,신역

(e) In-cheon *, Kyung-sung *, Yong-in *, Pyongyang *,
Cheolsan * chores, sundries, rice, fishery tax, physical labor
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4.4. Results of Named Entity Recognition and Neural Machine Translation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, various word embeddings were performed
before the NER task; Table 2 summarises these results. In the table, W2V represent the Word2Vec [28]
method; DW2V is dynamic word embedding from Yao et al. (2018) [32]; and DBE is dynamic Bernoulli
embedding from Rudolph et al. (2017) [33]. The * mark indicates that the method adopted a bilinear
function to contain information about the kings.

When word embedding was pre-trained using the skip-gram method in Word2Vec (generally used
without DWE), the F1-score was 0.61, thereby suggesting that it achieved the worst performance
compared to the others that used DWE. The proposed method that combined DWE with factorised
embedding parameterization showed a higher F1-score than other existing word embedding
methods. This implies that word embedding has limitations in reflecting temporal information;
further, it demonstrated that the addition of temporal information through factorised embedding
parameterization and the bilinear function enhances the performance in various tasks.

Further, NMT was compared with GRU [47] and a transformer-based model to test the
performance of the proposed method. Learning in GRU also used the seq2seq [48] with attention
mechanism [49] method supported by the encoder and the decoder, and the hyperparameters were
set to the same values as those in the proposed model. Three metrics (BLEU4 [50], METEOR [51],
and ROUGE-L [52]) were used in the test; the results are summarised in Table 3.

Table 2. Results of proposed NER method. Test results was evaluated on parameter set with best
validation F1-score. W2V represent the Word2Vec [28] method; DW2V is dynamic word embedding
from Yao et al. (2018) [32]; and DBE is dynamic Bernoulli embedding from Rudolph et al. (2017) [33].
The * mark indicates that the method adopted a bilinear function to contain information about the kings.

Method Precision Recall F1-Score

W2V [28] 0.581 0.637 0.607
DW2V [32] 0.627 0.640 0.633

DW2V * [32] 0.582 0.665 0.620
DBE [33] 0.629 0.639 0.633

Ours 0.650 0.646 0.648
Ours * 0.679 0.690 0.684

Table 3. Results of the performance of the translation task. “Transformer (from scratch)” and “Ours”
represent the model trained only using the machine translation task and the model trained using NER
and bilinear function to encoder and trained decoder only using the NMT task, respectively.

Method BLEU1 BLEU2 BLEU3 BLEU4 METEOR ROUGE-L

RNN Seq2seq (GRU) [47] 0.450228 0.350884 0.281607 0.250351 0.298210 0.428376
Transformer (from scratch) [35] 0.547702 0.438370 0.359203 0.314636 0.372762 0.585471

Ours 0.542257 0.447176 0.379800 0.337939 0.394580 0.656273

Table 3 indicates that the proposed method achieved higher performance compared to the
other methods for historical documents. Results shows our model performs better than other
NMT task-specifically learned model. It demonstrated that our model enhance NMT performance.
Table 4 summarises the results of the translation test for the test dataset; the first sentences were
translated accurately, although most of them contain place-names. This is attributed to the fact that
the application of the NER improved the translation of texts related to names of places, and therefore,
vectors pre-trained through NER are effective for learning the representation of historical documents.
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Table 4. Examples of original Hanja sentences, predicted sentences, and translated predicted sentences.
For readability, we appended English sentences corresponding to the predicted sentences in each row.

Original 平安道江界、渭原、寧邊、龜城等地雨雹.
Predicted 평안도의강계 ·위원 ·영변 ·귀성등지방에우박이내렸다.

Predicted (Eng.)
Hail fell in the provinces of

Gang-gye, Wi-won, Yong-byon, and Gui-seong of Pyeong-an.

Original 太白晝見.
Predicted 태백성이낮에나타났다.

Predicted (Eng.) Venus appeared during the day.

Original 臺諫啓李希雍等事,不允.
Predicted 대간이이희옹등의일을아뢰었으나윤허하지않았다.

Predicted (Eng.) Daegan referred to Lee Hee-ong’s work, but he was not allowed.

Original 壬辰/詣宗廟景慕宮展拜,王世子隨詣行禮.

Predicted
종묘와경모궁에나아가전배하였는데,
왕세자가따라가예를거행하였다.

Predicted (Eng.)
King went to Jongmyo and Gyeongmogung and worshiped them,

and the Prince followed them to celebrate.

4.5. Discussion

Historical documents can derive insight from any country as well as from the country where they
are produced. However, the method we proposed has only translated Hanja into Korean and has not
yet been used to translate other languages such as English, French or Chinese. Our method adopted
the best-performing method of translating Hanja into Korean, but this may not be as effective in other
languages where the Poisson distribution or multinomial distribution may be more appropriate than
the Bernoulli distribution.

Since historical documents are records written in the past, there is a limit to further data collection.
We used dynamic word embedding to reflect the historical background of historical documents, but to
use such dynamic word embedding, we must have accurate information on when the document was
written and more than a certain number of data at that time.

5. Conclusions & Future Work

This paper proposed an improved DWE technique to quantitate semantic changes in historical
documents; the performance of the proposed technique was evaluated via application to the AJD.
The proposed technique revealed the semantic changes, and it was demonstrated that such information
can be used for NER and NMT tasks, which facilitated an enhancement in performance for various
tasks related to historical documents.

The NER achieved an F1-score of 0.68 via a combination of the improved DWE and information
about the king using a bilinear function. The NMT achieved a BLEU4 score higher than that of
previous models (by 0.02) by adding the information of the NER obtained from operation based on
improved DWE.

The proposed method can be applied to other historical documents such as the Journal of the Royal
Secretariat, for which the translation remains incomplete owing to the vast amount of information it
contains (over four times that of AJD), and the Ming Shilu.

In future work, we plan to make multi-lingual models with diverse word distributions. We also
plan to conduct further studies on a general model for historical documents that incorporates
regularisation techniques such as augmentation [53–57] which will enable the exploration of results
based on interactions. The proposed methods are expected to reduce the cost of analysing and
comprehending historical documents.
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